Clients’ subjective experience of their participation in rehabilitation at an out-patient community rehabilitation center
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INTRODUCTION

In this article motivation regarding the evaluation of the outcomes of rehabilitation services focusing on the importance of subjective data from clients with disabilities, will be described. Data obtained as part of the study for a Master’s degree will be presented in order to illustrate that clients benefited psychologically as well as physically from participation in the rehabilitation services offered at a community rehabilitation centre in the Cape Town area.

Rehabilitation services in South Africa and the Western-Cape are governed by policies such as the National Rehabilitation Policy(NRP)\(^1\), the White paper on an Integrated National Disability Policy(WPINDP)\(^2\); the Western Capes Healthcare 2010 plan\(^3\) through the Comprehensive Service Plan(CSP)\(^4\) as well as the Norms and Standards for Primary Healthcare\(^5\). The Department of Health is currently busy planning and implementing the Re-engineering of Primary Healthcare as part of the Healthcare 2020 policy\(^6\).

It is important to evaluate rehabilitation services to understand the impact of these policies and to assess if the services being offered are achieving the aims as set out in them. When evaluating rehabilitation services information should be gathered on the outcomes that clients achieve through their participation in rehabilitation services. Kayes and McPherson\(^7\) argued for the importance of supplementing objective information on clients’ functioning with subjective information as objective measuring instruments do not always adequately reflect abilities and cannot capture a person’s feelings regarding his or her dependence (or independence). This research set out to obtain information on the user outcomes of the rehabilitation service users.

Contextual background

The community that participated in the research is situated in the densely populated Cape Flats area in the Western Cape – a historically under-privileged, low socio-economic area. The area was previously classified under the Group Areas Act as a community for persons classified as non-white. Approximately one third of the population is unemployed\(^8,9\).

In the Western Cape the rate of unemployed persons with disabilities is 3% higher than for non-disabled persons\(^10\). The 2011 Census determined that 4.6% of Western Cape Province residents have a disability compared to 5.1% nationally\(^6\). Physical disabilities are the second most prevalent type of disability (29.6% of all disability types)\(^7\). Persons with disabilities thus comprise a large percentage of the total population. Detailed information regarding their functional performance is needed to effectively plan for services to meet their needs\(^9\).

The local rehabilitation center strives to meet these needs by rendering a free comprehensive primary level out-patient rehabilitation service and prides itself on the strength of its volunteers who play a significant role in the service delivered to community members. Five volunteers spend an average of six hours per week to enrich service delivery by providing much needed assistance to the
groups at the rehabilitation center and in the community, preparation for craft groups and assisting with fundraising for the centre.

The struggles faced at the center are nothing new to healthcare professionals working within a resource-constrained environment. These constraints include staff and space shortages, limited equipment and materials as well as poor client compliance. Despite these challenges the rehabilitation center delivers an interdisciplinary service comprising the four professions of Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy, Dietetics and Speech, Language and Hearing therapy. The rehabilitation center also functions as an undergraduate training facility for students in the above-mentioned professions.

This study was done with the aim of evaluating the outcomes that clients achieve through their participation in the rehabilitation service. The subjective data gathered on clients’ opinions on the difference therapy made in their lives will be the focus of this article.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The South African healthcare system has been undergoing transformation since the first democratic elections in 1994. In the Western Cape Province this change was initially guided by the Healthcare 2010 plan¹ and more specifically the CSP². The Re-engineering of Primary Healthcare and Healthcare 2020 policies have since been drafted³. The goal of these directives has been to shift the focus of healthcare services from a tertiary level to a primary level; thus into the community, especially to previously disadvantaged communities where comprehensive healthcare services were not previously available.

Since this transformation the delivery of rehabilitation services has been guided by a variety of guidelines and policies. The minimum standards and norms to which rehabilitation services in the primary sector of South Africa must adhere are made explicit in a variety of white papers and policies⁴-⁵. From these sources the norms and standards can be summarised as follows:

- All clients discharged from hospital or referred for rehabilitation must undergo a screening or functional assessment.
- A low intensity rehabilitation service must be provided for at least an hour a day (not necessarily every day), by at least a physiotherapist and/or an Occupational therapist in the natural environment or a simulated environment that closely matches the environment in which the skill must be performed.
- Basic functional skills training must be available in activities of daily life especially in terms of self-care, mobility, safety and communication, so that a basic level of independence - with help where necessary - can be achieved.
- Relief of acute symptoms through therapy.
- Therapeutic and support groups must be available.
- Education, training and support to clients, their family and primary care giver must be provided.
- Appropriate assistive devices must be affordable and readily available to anyone that might benefit from the correcting affected areas and thus limiting the effect of the disability and enabling the user to reach an optimal level of functioning in all areas of Activities of Daily Life (ADL).
- Information regarding the prevention of disability and health promotion must be provided to clients, and to their families and primary care givers to empower them to make informed decisions regarding their health.
- There must be a functioning referral system between resources in the community to connect clients and their families to resources in order to enable easier reintegration into their home and community.

These policy documents also indicate that monitoring and evaluation of healthcare services form an integral part of service delivery⁶, but to date there have not been any formal or informal evaluations or reporting on rehabilitation services, except for ‘headcount statistics’.

The change in focus of healthcare service delivery towards a primary level prompted a similar shift in rehabilitation services. The rehabilitation service at the rehabilitation center is shaped by the Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR) model which integrates primary healthcare principles into the rehabilitation service. This includes treatment delivered in clients’ homes and providing support and training to home-based carers that work in the community with persons with disabilities.

McColl et al.¹¹-¹² describes the integration of rehabilitation services and a primary healthcare approach as a positive service geared “… to delivering rehabilitation services in the developing world, where both material and human resources are scarce”. This is achieved by the rehabilitation professionals who advocate for the interests of people with disabilities, help to identify community resources and secure support for them. This approach usually has a wide and far-reaching effect, especially with regards to the awareness of disability that leads to improved accessibility to and inclusion in communities¹ⁱ. In 2004 the updated version of the 1994 ‘Joint position paper on CBR: A strategy for rehabilitation, equalisation of opportunities, poverty reduction and social inclusion of people with disabilities’¹² was issued by the World Health Organisation (WHO) to serve as a framework and give international guidance regarding the planning and implementation of CBR. The WHO emphasises the role that CBR can play in reducing the impact that disability has on a person’s life, as well as – from a social model perspective - the positive change in the attitude of communities towards persons with disabilities. Rehabilitation should also result in persons with disabilities experiencing dignity as well as exercising their human rights¹³.

Velema, Ebenso & Fuzikawa¹⁴ analysed 29 reports from 22 middle to low socio-economic countries (including South Africa) compiled in the period 1997 to 2007, to determine what progress had been reported after implementation and evaluation of their rehabilitation-in-the-community-programmes. They reported the following:

- Improvement was noted mainly in clients’ independence, mobility and communication.
- Clients reported that the rehabilitation-in-the-community programme positively changed the community’s perception of disability, that they felt more included in the community and that the community’s level of acceptance of the disabled had improved.
- There was an increase in spending of financial resources to provide for the needs of the disabled.

These areas of progress from a diverse spectrum of programmes are helpful norms against which other rehabilitation-in-the-community outcomes may be evaluated. Aspects of these diverse programmes overlap with services offered at the rehabilitation center under consideration – such as providing intervention in the home environment, training of volunteers and carers and general education to community members on prevention of illness and disability.

The problems highlighted by the literature on the evaluation of rehabilitation programmes are especially related to comparability of data due to the diverse nature of rehabilitation-in-the-community programmes¹⁵ and that no uniform structure or terminology is used in evaluations¹⁴,¹⁶,¹⁷. This leads to a shortage in internationally comparable data regarding functioning and disability¹⁸.

McNamara¹⁹ identified three types of approaches to evaluation, namely goal, process and outcome-based evaluation, with an emphasis of evaluation of programme outcomes. Cameron¹⁰ warns against the use of process evaluation in rehabilitation as it does not accurately reflect effectiveness (for example, that the number of clients seen by a therapist does not reflect the effectiveness of the contact session with the clients). According to Young¹³, outcome-based evaluation focuses on the changes that take place in clients’ lives, rather than changes in the programme itself – i.e. an increase in knowledge, skills and attitude or in improved standards of living¹⁹. Hoenig et al.¹⁶ argued that in addition to the previously mentioned definition it is also important to assess clients’ satisfaction with the service and to evaluate their use of these services.
In order to evaluate rehabilitation policies and to plan for effective and efficient service delivery, it is important to assess outcomes from the perspective of the users of a particular service. When assessing clients’ functioning it should be noted that clients’ subjective experiences of their functioning do not always match the objective measuring of their functioning. It is therefore of the utmost importance to also gather subjective information when assessing a person’s functioning.

Finkenflügel, Cornielje & Velema suggested that data obtained from disability studies be used in the planning of services and to guide policy changes and development. Because the implementation of rehabilitation services, as an intended part of a comprehensive Primary Health Care Approach, has not received sufficient emphasis, the outcomes of services such as the one offered by the rehabilitation center where this study was conducted is of particular importance.

**METHODOLOGY**

The findings presented in this article were obtained as part of a larger mixed methods descriptive study. The sequential study design comprised a quantitative component in which a pre-test post-test assessment was done using the World Health Organisation’s International Classification of Functioning framework. This was followed by a qualitative component. The focus of this paper will be on the latter.

**Aim**

The aim of the study reported on here was to determine the clients’ subjective experience of the change in their daily lives after participating in the rehabilitation services.

**Data collection**

Data were obtained in the form of individual semi-structured interviews. Questions used in the interviews were refined in a pilot study and a fieldworker was trained to conduct them. The decision to use one of the rehabilitation center’s volunteers (who come from the same community) for data collection was taken in an attempt to reduce the power imbalance during interviews and thereby create the opportunity for clients to freely share and express their true feelings. It was anticipated that the researcher’s role as therapist and co-manager of the center would restrict participants’ freedom to share their views, especially if these were negative.

The interviews comprised four open ended questions that were selected to elicit clients’ personal perspectives on outcomes reached, as well as their subjective opinion of the rehabilitation experience. Clients were asked to comment on their functioning difficulties before and after rehabilitation and to describe in their own words what participation in rehabilitation meant to them. Interviews took on average 10 minutes to complete and were conducted either at the clients’ home or at the rehabilitation center – depending on what would be convenient for the client. All interviews were recorded and transcribed in preparation for analysis.

**Study sample**

Convenience sampling was used to select 78 clients who were referred to the rehabilitation center during the period 01/09/2010 to 31/03/11 from the five most prevalent diagnostic groups. The most prevalent diagnostic groups were identified from the center’s statistics over a period of one year and were as follows: Back pain, CVA, Arthritis, Upper limb injuries and Lower limb injuries. All clients older than 18 years with no known psychiatric illnesses that could affect their responses were included.

**Data Analysis**

Qualitative data gathered by means of interviews were transcribed and analysed by means of the basic content analysis as described by Burnard as follows:

- All the interview transcripts were read through by the researcher and general themes were identified and noted.
- Transcripts were read through again and information (relevant to the question asked) was placed under multiple headings that described the categories as they emerged (open-coding).
- This list of categories was read through and similar categories were grouped together under higher-order headings in order to reduce the number of categories to a maximum of 7-12 categories. This step was repeated until the list of categories was refined to five.
- Each category was allocated a colour and the transcribed interviews were read through again and all information that fell within a certain category was marked with the corresponding colour (coding).

**Trustworthiness**

A colleague not familiar with the research was asked to do the same open coding and coding with the transcribed interviews as the researcher has done to ensure the researcher’s interpretation of the data was accurate. To ensure that the coded information was not used out of context, regular checking and comparing was done with the original text.

Interview questions were translated using forward translation and back translation to English and Afrikaans respectively. The focus of this process was less on the linguistic/literal equivalent and more on finding a cross-cultural and conceptual match. When consensus was reached in the different language groups that it had been correctly translated, it was considered to be a valid translation as suggested by Joubert et al.

**Ethical clearance and informed consent**

Ethical clearance was obtained from the Ethics Committee for Human Research at Stellenbosch University (SU) and from the Western Cape Department of Health. Consent was also obtained from the rehabilitation center’s Management Committee as well as the local Community Health Center’s management team.

Before giving informed consent clients were briefed on the aims of the study, the intrusion on their time as well as the information gathering procedures that would be used. Informed consent forms were signed by clients wishing to participate in the study before commencement and clients were also assured of the fact that they could, without any consequences or penalty, withdraw from the study at any time and that there would be no financial compensation for their participation.

There was minimal impact on clients’ time and there were no physical or emotional risks for clients. Clients’ anonymity was protected at all times by assigning a code to all participants. Where direct quotes were used these clients’ codes were indicated. These codes included information pertaining to their diagnosis in order to better understand the context of the quote.

**RESULTS**

Clients commented extensively on the emotional impact that participating in rehabilitation had had on them as a person and on the physical changes that participation in rehabilitation had brought about in their body structure. This is reflected by the two themes that emerged from the analysis, namely experience of the service delivered and experience of the changes to self (abilities). The following flowchart (Figure 1 on page 62) illustrates a breakdown of the two themes and related categories and sub-categories that were gleaned from the content analysis.

**Experience of the service delivered**

Surprisingly, clients mainly commented on the positive feelings that arose from their rehabilitation – the changes that affected them as a person – rather than making comments that related specifically to the alleviation of body function limitations. In other words, their responses emphasised the effect of rehabilitation on their personal lives. The following three categories were identified:
Experience of change that rehabilitation treatment brought to themselves

The second theme captured the interpretation by participants regarding the goals of rehabilitation. This was evident in clients’ insight in and understanding of the more tacit aims of therapy. Clients expressed what they perceived to be the benefits of therapy and the effects of rehabilitation on their ability to perform ADL. Under this theme the following two categories were identified:

Broadening of knowledge
Participants reported that they had experienced feelings of helplessness and despair on their first entry into the medical system (before referral to the rehabilitation system), as little or no information regarding their diagnosis or prognosis was provided. Participants generally reported receiving information that assisted their understanding of their condition only once they started their rehabilitation. Whilst obtaining such important knowledge was positive in terms of rehabilitation outcomes, it was of concern that clients had not understood their diagnoses better earlier on in the process.

The following quote illustrates clients helpless feeling after a stroke:

...the stroke...it really brought my life to a standstill...especially because I knew nothing about it and received no help from anywhere...and then I came to the therapy center and explained my situation to them, only then could I see the changes that started in me... (CVA, P84)

The types of knowledge internalised by participants were captured in the following two sub-categories:

Knowledge regarding their diagnosis, body functions and structures
Clients reported gaining knowledge on their diagnosis and the effect that it had on their body functions and structures. They felt that this knowledge empowered them to live with their diagnosis and to improve their well-being. Clients, especially those with chronic conditions such as Arthritis, reported that they had shared the knowledge gained in rehabilitation with family and friends. This indicated that they felt that they had gained sufficient knowledge and understanding to share this information with confidence.

They have taught me what this disease that I have is, what it means, how I should approach it, how to look after my body, how to take care of it. (ART, P25)

And that which I have learned I teach to others as well and I am glad that I could come here and could learn so that I can teach others as well. (LBP, P53)

Knowledge regarding improved ADL functioning
Knowledge regarding adaptations for improved ADL functioning as well as exercises to reduce the burden of disability was given to clients. Clients reported this to be helpful in improving independence as well as making life easier.

...showed us how...a lot of what she taught us here I can now apply and if I apply it it makes my life much easier.” (LBP P14)

And the exercises that she gave me to do at home, that helped me a lot. (UL, P96)

Broadening and/or improving skills
Clients report improved ADL participation. This category was divided into the following two sub-categories:

Regaining of independence
Improved independence in activities as well as regained dignity was highlighted by clients as outcomes that they had achieved through

Positive changes in their lives
Comments by participants after having completed rehabilitation sessions included “feeling like a new person, being...more positive and...feeling better than when they arrived at the rehabilitation centre. They seemed to appreciate the value of the rehabilitation beyond the intended physical rehabilitation outcomes and appreciated the broader implications it had had on their lives, as demonstrated in the quotes below.

If you see how I looked and how I walked when I came here, today you would say that I really am a better person and I have to thank everyone. (LBP, P14)

For me it was like...like you could almost say I underwent a transformation...it made you feel very positive. (LBP P41)

If you come from the therapy you feel like a new person. (ART, P20)

Gives them courage
This category depicts the effect that rehabilitation had on clients’ psychological wellbeing. They reported feeling more confident about their own abilities. Clients felt that the emotional support and encouragement provided by therapists, who also set and discussed positive outcomes with them, instilled the inner courage to strive toward attaining independence in tasks. Clients who had become despondent and had lost motivation felt that participation in rehabilitation helped them to find themselves again. It gave them hope of a better future and the courage to continue - ...one step at a time.

The therapy meant a lot to me in terms of teaching me to have more self confidence in doing things for myself. (UL, P17)

They encouraged me and told me I should not give up hope. (CVA, P35)

...and to find myself again because I felt I was dependent on everyone. (CVA, P95)

Positive experience
The third category revealed that clients were looking forward to their therapy sessions. One might expect clients to persevere with rehabilitation merely because of the potential benefits, however, clients clearly stated that they also derived some enjoyment from therapy and looked forward to their next session. They considered rehabilitation to be important and were thankful for the level of service they received. Their experience of staff members as being helpful and friendly further contributed to their positive experience.

They are very helpful and receive us nicely. I’ll put it like this: they make my day...no really they make my day and I am thankful for what I was able to learn here... (LBP P42)

I actually looked forward to it... (CVA, P60)
participation in rehabilitation.

Now I can do a lot of things for myself, I don't have to depend on others. (CVA, P43)

I do not regret coming here because I can dress myself again and I can walk again - I can do things for myself, I don't have to sit and embarrass myself anymore. (CVA, P4)

The therapy meant a lot to me, because before there were a lot of things I couldn’t do for myself, I was dependent on others. Now that I have received therapy, now I can do everything for myself that I couldn’t do before. (UL, P92)

Participation in ADL that I would not have done on my own

For different reasons clients tended to not attempt certain ADL’s after incident/diagnosis. Although clients regained varying levels of independence in ADL, their participation in rehabilitation was found to contribute to regaining that level of independence.

I learned to do things that I couldn’t do. (UL, P77)

If I didn’t come here that I would probably still be lying in bed and be in a wheelchair. (CVA, P48)

I thought I would never be able to ride a bicycle again and since I came here, I have been riding bicycle every night...and that is proof to me that therapy helped. And what would I have done if I didn’t come to therapy? (LL, P6)

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The services of the rehabilitation center are aligned with the shift in the South African Healthcare system towards a primary healthcare approach. With the center’s mission to provide a comprehensive inter-professional rehabilitation service close to and in clients’ homes’ leads to a high level of satisfaction with the service as reported by clients. Clients feel that the rehabilitation center provides appropriate input for their context and because they enjoy the therapy and look forward to their next appointment it could lead to better compliance. Also the clients’ eagerness to share the knowledge they gained in therapy with others in their community could increase the community awareness of disability.

It is evident that to assess the achievement of norms and standards as set out in healthcare, that both objective and subjective information obtained from clients are indeed necessary for obtaining full understanding of the effects of rehabilitation. Subjective information is especially helpful in establishing clients’ knowledge base and perception of their abilities.

Knowledge to prevent disability and empowering clients to make informed decisions regarding their healthcare is an important outcome of rehabilitation services. Subjective information made it possible to ascertain in clients’ own words what they understood from the education and how they are using the knowledge in their day-to-day lives to improve their health.

Improvement in ADL functioning was clear from the results but no mention was made of the community’s attitude towards clients. It is suggested that this long term goal should be explicitly investigated as it forms an essential part of community reintegration for clients.

CONCLUSION

Participation in rehabilitation was a positive and enjoyable experience for clients. Clients felt that rehabilitation inspired them to continue and also improved their confidence. This information in itself is useful to motivate the importance of providing rehabilitation services in communities. It will positively contribute towards persons with disabilities’ motivation to participate in ADL.

Rehabilitation also gave clients more knowledge regarding their bodies and helped them to better understand their diagnosis and the effect it has on their bodies. They felt that rehabilitation helped them to regain their independence in ADL by providing them with the necessary knowledge and skills. If burden of disease is lessened by rehabilitation and clients are empowered to make informed decisions regarding their health it reduces the long-term impact on health and social services. Findings from this study can be used by the Western Cape Department of Health for realistic service and policy planning for persons with disability. The rehabilitation center can serve as a possible service delivery model for rehabilitation services on a primary level.

Further investigation regarding the community’s attitude and environmental factors is needed to gain a full understanding of clients’ reintegration into their community.
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